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[Scrolling Title on Screen: Using Prezi as an Alternative Digital Presentation] 

Narrator: As you can see I designed the Prezi to match the content of the  

[Text on Screen: Principles of Learning: Unit 7 Goal: Apply adult learning principles to 

emergency services training situations so that a positive, engaging learning experience is created]  

original PowerPoint for the Instructor level. It includes the lesson goal  

[Text on Screen: Andragogy or Pedagogy?: LO1: Describe the characteristics of andragogy.]  

as well as several of the learning objectives,  

[Text on Screen: LO 2: Define terms associated with the learning process]  

well all of the learning objectives are listed because  

[Text on Screen: LO 3: Describe the three domains of learning. LO 4: Describe the levels of 

learning in the cognitive, psychomotor, and affective domains.]  

that’s the style that was being used. Where the instructor would first establish all of the learning 

objectives 

 [Text on Screen: Learning Styles: LO 5: List the three basic categories of learning styles.]  

and then move into the content of the course. As you can see here I’ve modeled  

[Text on Screen: Learning Methods: LO 6: Distinguish among types of learning methods]  

that style in this Prezi. This was one of the earlier Prezi’s,  

[Text on Screen: Laws of Learning: LO 7: Explain the laws of learning.] 

 again I had just learned about using Prezi, so some  

[Text on Screen: Motivation: LO 8: Describe techniques that can be used to help motivate 

students. LO 9: Describe methods enhancing the relationship between motivation and learning. 

LO 10: Describe positive actions instructors can take to motivate students.]  

of the composition of this Prezi isn’t exactly what I would do now. It still gives a good view of 

how an instructor, again,  

[Text on Screen: Memory: LO 11: Explain the cone of learning model. LO 12: Describe memory 

components and how they affect learning.]  

who wouldn’t have any previous experience using Prezi might actually scroll through each of 

these before  
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[Text on Screen: Teaching Approaches: LO 13: Describe the traditional approach to teaching. 

LO 14: Describe the mastery approach to teaching. LO 15: Describe the advantages and 

disadvantages of the mastery approach to teaching.]  

getting into the content. I’m not going to show you all of the Prezi itself, again, this would 

typically  

[Text on Screen: Assessment: LO 16: Explain norm-referenced and criterion-referenced 

assessments.]  

take about an eight hour session to get through one lesson.  

[Text on Screen: Pedagogy: The profession (including principles and methods) for teaching 

children and youth. Used generically to describe methods of instruction. Used to deliver learning 

to adults for some years; methods still applied in adult education]  

So, I’m just going to show you some of the content groupings. So basically  

[Text on Screen: Andragogy: Art of teaching adults. Dr Malcolm Knowles used term in the 

1970s. Describes characteristics of adult students and assumptions for teaching adults.]  

I just did a content grouping around every learning objective and covered the different 

information.  

[Text on Screen: Assumptions: Self-concept, experience, readiness to learn, learning orientation, 

motivation. Image on Screen: Students sitting in classroom facing forward.]  

I just directly translated from the PowerPoint, so if there was an image on the PowerPoint I used 

it in the Prezi. You can see this one section on andragogy 

 [Text on Screen: The best method to use, for both children and adults, depends on the learning 

situation.]  

as an example of that. 

The next thing I wanted  

[Text on Screen: Domains of Learning: Dr. Benjamin Bloom, identified three types of learning]  

to show you was also the different ways  

[Text on Screen: Cognitive (knowledge) – moves to – Psychomotor (skills) – moves to – 

Affective (attitude) – moves through series again]  

that I tried to incorporate movement. Again, I think I would compose this differently now having 

learned some lessons about the way a Prezi is given. This is where a lot of the students objected 

and that they didn’t really see the necessity for this movement here and it almost  

[Text on Screen: Learning domain is divided into levels of learning – simple (arrow points to) 

complex.]  
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in a way distracted them a little bit from what they were trying to learn and understand.  

[Text on Screen: Knowledge: Remember, recall, and recognize previously learned facts. 

Describe, define, label, list, and match terms and items.]  

But one of the things, the advantages of Prezi is that it does show the spatial,  

[Text on Screen: Comprehension: Understand the meaning of information, compare and contrast 

information, interpret material, estimate future trends.]  

the visual-spatial relationships. So especially when I was going through these levels of lists  

[Text on Screen: Application: use information learned in new and specific situations, apply rules 

and concepts, compute, demonstrate abilities, solve problems, modify ideas and actions, operate 

equipment.]  

that was a good thing to have to show that each level kind of built on the other. And so it was a 

way that Prezi almost did answer  

[Text on Screen: Analysis: Divide information into its component parts to understand the 

relationship between the parts and understand the whole. Diagram, identify, and select parts of a 

whole.]  

some of what we were trying to find a solution to, which was to show information,  

[Text on Screen: Synthesis: Put part together to form a new whole, categorize, create, design, 

organize, revise, and integrate parts into new procedures.]  

the cognitive information that we did, in a way that helps students build together  

[Text on Screen: Evaluation: Judge the value of materials or actions based on defined criteria 

using elements from all other levels. Compare, conclude, contrast, discriminate, and justify 

decisions based on standards and criteria.]  

the ideas that they were looking for.  

The next piece  

[Text on Screen: Motivation techniques: Provide opportunities for students to be creative and 

develop thing methods.]  

that I want to talk about is this content area, about providing motivation is actually part of what 

helped me  

[Text on Screen: Share ideas and receive positive comments or participate in reasonable debates]  

formulate the final strategy. If you look here  

[Text on Screen: Promote working together]  

these suggestions on showing classroom knowledge,  
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[Text on Screen: Show that classroom knowledge and skills can be applied to real-life situations]  

using motivation, using visual aids and demonstrations,  

[Text on Screen: Use visual aids and demonstrations that relate to job requirements]  

tying information, gaining interest.  

[Text on Screen: Enhancing Motivation: Gain interest by using a variety of teaching styles]  

All of those kinds of things are things that the manual  

[Text on Screen: Use activities that include discussions and expressing opinions]  

was saying are good ways to instruct  

[Text on Screen: Offer encouragement and positive reinforcement]  

but none of those ways were incorporated  

[Text on Screen: Provide opportunities for participation in activities. Image on Screen: 

Firefighters working together close to a water pumping apparatus.]  

into the current curriculum style.  

You will notice here  

[Text on Screen: Provide external motivations]  

this section IS trying to incorporate some video,  

[Video clip still image of military camp shown but not played – moves to discussion questions: 

Why was the Marine struggling with learning the steps for the bayonet? What did Stryker do to 

teach the private the proper steps for the bayonet? What is the lesson from this clip for the 

emergency services instructor?]  

there are little video clips in the Prezi that the instructor would play and then he would lead these 

discussions. I wasn’t satisfied with having them grouped  

[Video clip still image of teacher from Mr. Holland’s Opus shown but not played – moves to 

discussion questions: Why were the students having such a hard difficult time learning music 

theory? Why could the students relate to the rock and roll? How does this scenario apply to you 

as an emergency services instructor?]  

together like this – all in one section. And the students also critiqued that this kind of kept all of 

the interaction in just one moment and it would have been nice to see it further.  

[Video clip still image of teacher at piano shown but not played – moves to discussion questions: 

Why was Ms. Lang struggling with the music? How was Mr. Holland able to get Ms. Lang to 

successfully play the tune? What is the lesson for emergency services instructors?] 

Then the last piece that I wanted to kind of highlight here is that this  
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[Image on Screen: Triangle with percentages marked horizontally]  

is a moment in which I realized how Smart Art could work. That cone of learning triangle is 

Smart Art, 

[Text on Screen: Sensory Memory: Mental storage system for attention-getting sensory stimuli.  

A sensory stimulus is either: Important enough to remember, so commonplace it is disregarded, 

unimportant enough that it is forgotten.]  

it was the first time I tried to experiment with it and it was very useful in  

[Text on Screen: New information must relate to know information!!!]  

pushing me toward the direction  

[Text on screen: Prezi did not work in the ways I had hoped, so I continued on my journey to 

find a new digital presentation style for FPP.] 

that we ended up using for the new Prezi, or the new PowerPoint style. 
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